
Session Title 1 2 3 4 5

Prevent - Tick Box compliance and one piece of the jigsaw puzzle 2 24 112 95 89% answered 4 or 5

Adult Social Care vision and priorities 2 33 145 53 85% answered 4 or 6

Learning Disability Liaison Nurse role and venepuncture pathway 1 1 39 126 66 82% answered 4 or 7

Trauma Informed Care 2 28 110 93 87% answered 4 or 8

Domestic Abuse 1 1 13 110 108 94% answered 4 or 9

Not at all Partially Completely

Exceeded 

expectations

Overall, did the training meet your expectations? 24 150 59

How well was the topic(s) covered? 14 175 44

How relevant was the content for you? 27 166 40

Do you feel the training will impact your future practices? 1 45 155 32

Will you incorporate this learning into your day to day role? 34 173 26

How well was the training delivered? 13 135 85

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Easy to use, session worked well 

Easy to use, no issues 

It was good. thank you. 

really good, allowed me to get to the session on time. would have bene late if had to travel 

Better than expected! 

Worked well 

Excellent use of zoom, breakout groups worked well. 

All worked very well. Good sound quality

All went smoothly 

I find zoom a very effective platform 

Easy to use

Zoom worked very well 

Well organised. THank you. Keep going with ZOOM 

Very good, thank you 

good using zoom 

fine

good. bit of slow start 

Excellent!

Zoom meetings work fine. Saves rushing and driving to venues. 

no problems using zoom 

Thought it worked very well. good to be able to ask questions. Speakers were very knowledgeable 

I was surprised how well the zoom meeting went. It was well structured, well delivered and all very relevant 

Easy to use and more convenient. 

Zoom worked fine for me 

i got very lost when we we went to separate rooms - I thought for a coffee break but I understand people were chatting.. 

surprisingly good and workedquirte well. very well set up and well run by the speakers. zoom was actually very good. better than expected

as per previous - no concerns - Zoom worked well 

Very well organised and brilliant way to deliver training 

better than expected. 

was alright

  It worked extremely well 

Getting improved 

all good thanks 

EVALUATION FEEDBACK  233 Questionnaires returned in total

How was your experience of using Zoom? Please let us know your positive and negative comments eg ease of use, any issues 

accessing training

Very good- zoom is a stable platform 

within its limits it was a useful session. Covered a lot of important ground 

Scoring

Responses received either met 

completely or exceeded expectations

90%

94%

88%

80%

85%

94%

Prefer traditional meetings rather than being on computer continually but more flexible when time is limited- great to avoid long commute etc so made meeting more 

accessible 

Although there course was really good and informative. There was too much faffing, it wasn't clear what we should have been doing the break either debating or 

having a break. It took ages going between different meetings when it could all have been done as one. 

Different passwords to access different sites, even to get a certificate has taken me a week. I haven't got time for all this and overall makes the whole experience 

negative and unnecessary. 

I was pleasantly surprised at the speed of being able to join the zoom meeting. Sound was mainly good- apart from the echo in one of the speakers talks. The breakout 

rooms were a good idea but in practice were disorganised as when people returned form a quick tea break noone had unmuted, numerous people were blank and it 

took me to speak to one person who i I could see to start the ball rolling, followed by others but it was very short by then and the message came on the screen that we 

were going back to the main room. Having said that it was a quick but good discusssion. 

Very impressed with the effective use of technology. Thank you 

zoom was actually very good. better than expected. 

Zoom worked well, IT support very good, facilitated very well, seemed to be a lot of introductions without much detail around the subject 

I thought the domestic abuse and forced marriage components were really interesting and certainly raised the question of how much more we will miss during covid 

without face to face contacts. Trauma led care was also interesting and a reminder that patients react to you as a doctor with the baggage of their prior experience so 

it's up to us to be kind and empathetic even when they are difficult to deal with, I thought it worked well through zoom. Much better than rushing to get to a venue 

and sitting in a hot stuffy hall with everyone else.

I think I prefer these events via Zoom rather than face to face 

I thought it worked very well and was a very good training session , no issues 

Zoom worked well. Keen for that format in future

no problem

There's a first for everything but felt this was well run. The breaks were sufficient to allow time off the screen but not too long to loose focus. 

New experience for me , and thought it was very well prepared and run by the team! Well done!

We had problems within our practice but once initial teething problems sorted all worked well. 

It was absolutely fine and worked well thanks

VERY SATISFACTORY AND PREVENT TRANMISSION OF COVID19 

smaller groups and case discussion 

No issues experienced. 

I found it difficult because of inexperience in this method, however with support from colleagues it was fine

really seamless considering the challenges in delivering to so many doctors with technology Thank you  

It was not as bad an experience as I had thought. It was good to see questions being answered despite being on line



It worked well. Easier than having to travel in a rush after seeing patients in the morning 

Zoom is the way forward. Excellent speaker!

Zoom - very effective. Familiar with system & worked well 

Easy to use

I think it worked well. I was able to ask questions and they were answered promptly

No problems using zoom. Unfortunately break out session did not work 

Worked well and good flow

very well organised and slick considering the circumstances 

Very well organised. good coverage and concise 

Excellent use of tech. Suggestion: actual end time for breaks needs to be explicit 

Really well delivered. Occasionally slightly out of focus but resolved quickily 

Works well overall

Very good meeting

easy to use, and a very professional presentation given, thanks to all those involved 

I thought the zoom delivery worked really well. 

I had a busy clinic that morning and would have been very late if I had to travel to a face to face teaching and using zoom meant I was on time for the start

It was a very well organised & managed zoom meeting with smooth handovers & transitions. Thank you 

The use of Zoom worked well and experience felt more personal than a big meeting 

Too short breaks when we were also expected to join chat rooms but generally ok. 

Very good, as I did not have to travel to meeting site 

I found the zoom training worked very well, especially with the chat room to ask questions 

The training was very good but it was a repeat of the half day training day at The Village Hotel I went to early in the year in the pouring rain. It is a shame it did not 

say it was a repeat and I would have booked on the Child safeguarding training instead. 

We would not see the speaker in the top left corner as the title " Speaker covered their face. Apart from that Zoom worked well. 

I was really impressed, thought it worked really well, including the break out rooms 

I found Zoom really accessible and easy to use. I could see the slides clearly and hear the speakers with no problems

Good

A good experience

I found much better training on zoom, and I did not feel disadvantaged at all comparing to training that are delivered in a specific venue. We should continue have 

training like this whenever possible. 

Excellent meeting on Zoom. No connectivity issues. Access was good and presentations were clear and informative 

It was interesting to attend a meeting with such a large number of participants. liked having the features such as chat box and polling system - organisers were also 

very nice - answered any queries we had. Did feel there was a lot of information in a short period of time - especially the first half of the session - made it a bit difficult 

to fully follow - felt like I was missing bits because of the time taken to process. 

Smooth - only problem was my own connection because I was not at work or home

It was very easy to use and great to see other members of various surgeries. Good to have varied of people taking the course 

Very convenient to have access to this learning from home without needing to travel. Effective use of my precious time

I was reallt impressed how slick the meeting went. was the first large scale Zoom meeting I have "attended". It was clear to me that lots of planning had gone into the 

meeting, so well done! 

It was fine easy to sign in, some problems with the volume on my device, so needed up having to do the meeting with 2 of our GP's which in fact was better as we 

were able to have discussions around the topics. 

Zoom worked well. I would rather not have had the discussion rooms, because it felt a bit awkward! 

I had never used Zoom before and was using practice computer so limited I could not be seen as no camera on computer. Could not chat we anyone 

Like using pencil and paper nowadays 

I thought it worked well and could be used going forward. It would save travel time, car use and lessen disruption to general practice. Had slight issue with booking, 

booked 12/6/2020. Received no link email, was sorted out efficiently on the day. It might be easier to attract good speakers as they would not have to travel and it 

would take up less of their time. I thought the quality of the speakers was very good. 

it was fine, slightly weird as first time using it.Got the message across so did its job 

Found Zoom easy to use although staring at a computer screen for 3 hrs was hard work! Face to face meetings are much easier to network with colleagues not at your 

practice. Overall Zoom worked well. 

I find it difficult to take in all of the information over zoom and can get very easily sidetracked. But on the other hand I feel the people presenting do a great job 

Zoom worked very well for me. I think that the break out groups worked well once everyone was back from coffee. 

the experience was fantastic apart from not being able to access our work desk microphone for the break out rooms 

Great afternoon. So impressed by how smoothly this zoom meeting ran. Liked the little polls - which made it more interactive. I take my hat off to you all!! 

Geography is important to me . Living in Brede - and working in a Surgery on the edge of the patch - I welcome online training. One has to be mindful of the risks of 

'Silo Working' as social interaction at meetings is as important if not more important than the substance of some 'educational ' meetings I have attended.

However , on dark cold wet winter nights , I know where I would prefer to be watching a speaker. Lots more ZOOM Meetings please 

I was surprised how easy it was to get started and to use

I think using Zoom or other video conferencing software is a great improvement for delivering these training sessions - saves time, money and prevents hundreds of 

people driving around the county unnecessarily. The IT was very well managed and I would encourage the continued use of this delivery method. 

The training was very well organised. The breakout room that I was allocated to was quiet. Maybe everyone was on break. 

it went well. could see speaker and hear clearly. some slides blurry... likely due to internet connection but sadly the slides left screen just as it was becoming clear 

Good, no issues. Had to share a computer on a colleagues log in. 

Zoom was very easy to use

Zoom worked very well, I sat with another nurse and we did not have a camera computer or microphone but the chat line worked and we could hear everything. 

Aside for not having the usual opportunity to network, this PLT event went really well. The content was thought provoking and somewhat shocking. The animations 

were particularly memorable. 

Excellent, easy to use

I felt that all topics where covered very well and explained to a good understanding.and they were very interesting. Although some of the slides were blurred and at 

times the voices were muffled
Use of Zoom was fine, Improved experience by our practice team viewing together.  Added benefit of not having to drive 1.5 hours to get to meeting venue

Zoom platform worked well. Let down slightly by practice IT and sound quality 

It was easy to use. The team did a fantastic job to make it flow so well. I was a bit distracted by the comments popping up, but once I stopped looking at them 

individually and looked at the chat box when there was less useful information being given I coped better.

In some ways it was better than the group meetings as I could see and hear what was being said much clearer. 

Some of the recorded presentations not entirely focused. A lot of the information was repeated from previous adult safeguarding presentations, which is 

understandable - in itself, useful, as the information bears repeating. The instructions regarding the breakout room were not clear (or I wasn’t listening properly!) - our 

group sat in silence - I think we either thought someone was going to ‘lead’ or perhaps there was a tea break...! Overall, I thought it worked well, and certainly better 

than crowding 250 people into one roo under current circumstances. Debbie and Reshma did a great job; and I thought Reshma did exceptionally well to keep to time - 

PLTs in the past have had a tendency to drift on, often overrunning by 15-30 minutes

Very well organised event. I think the breakout rooms are a good idea but it would help if the coffee and breakout times were separated and a leader was appointed 

to get the conversation going in the rooms. My room sat in silence until I said hello and got things moving. I thought that the zoom format worked very well and was 

well orchestrated. I would sign up for future events

I found it easy to navigate and a great way of getting information to a large amount of people 

No problems what so ever

Apart from some lagging in the video content with the person speaking I thought it was very good. 

I thought the IT ran very well

Good

difficult to watch for 3 hours in isolation 



shorter meetings when using zoom 

Record webinars and distribute to all participants. 

Don't divide into rooms 

Great Presentation

useful update well done for doing by Zoom 

i found this very useful way of elarning 

Excellent presentations and AV flow. Not sure how the chat rooms worked because if you dont know people in life, you are unlikely to “chat” virtually. Would ensure 

all the websites and links are available on the chat box as on an iPad, these can be opened and saved immediately- useful 

Worked extremely well

Excellent afternoon with a wide variety of interesting knowledgable speakers. Thank you for all your hard work. 

I thought it worked very well on Zoom, the way forward? 

Seemed a better way than the conventional meeting as it's a lot more convenient and more green 

I thought the zoom format worked really well. Although a bit more guidance on how the 'breakout' groups were going to work would have been useful

Zoom worked really well as I was not late for once!! It is so nice not to have to drive/ park and squeeze in visits on route

Zoom worked very well. Perfect for this type of meeting 

It worked adequately. Too many people on this session though

Time set aside for questions and answers. 

It great at the comfort of own home. Presentation clear. Speakers mostly clear. some did have some IT glitch but overall smooth. Prevent/Domestic abuse - I can 

relate more and put in my day to day practice of tips and increased awareness would likely to change my practices. Honour based force marriages or trauma related 

approaches felt to me more remote and abstract. Style suitable more to didactic type of presentations rather than group discussion. Break out room was silent. I guess 

no one knew one another so perhaps bigger break out rooms and a facilitator in each room would be helpful. 

Great! Worked really well

Very easy to use, no struggles

I am IT dinosaur, but managed ok ( with help) enjoyed zoom experience 

Easy to use

My main problem was that i was scheduled duty doctor in the morning and the number of calls i was given to do was impossible to complete before the training 

Given that this training a mandatory on an annual basis there will be a lot of repetition which can maybe be replaced with updates only, eg prevent

perhaps break up into smaller sections was a very long session 

No improvements needed 

More interactive polls 

generally well undertaken given current circumstances. 

I would like to see more webinars like this, 

Have one meeting everyone sign in and Email there form and then get there certificate 

more cases 

Excellent presentations and always wonderful to meet the dedicated professionals who do such valuable work.

Please let us know any ideas of how we can improve future meetings

Well conducted PLT 

There were no problems

I think you are setting a precedent for Zoom related delivery of content. There is no real need to drive half way across Kent for these meetings. Ditto for the 

safeguarding lead meetings. 

The use of zoom was in the easy to use . I was very worried prior to today wondering whether I would be able to actually use it and connect up to the study session in 

time. The link was wonderful in automatically connecting everything, a great relief. 

Good, well organised

Actually much easier and smoother than I expected

I found the virtual training most useful as I was able to follow it without having to travel and have my lunch ! I have learned a lot more about domestic abuse and 

forced marriages. It has raised my awareness on these issues ans how to incorporate them in my practice

very good. Reduces time taken to get to venue etc couldnt do break out group as didnt quite understand...but didnt feel it was too necessary 

Given this was such a huge attendance and required IT, I think you all did exceptionally well. Range of speakers was very good and must have taken a lot of 

organisation - thank you 

I love Zoom and this was highly professionally delivered. For a subject that I sometimes find difficult to enjoy the delivery of, this was really good and interesting. Well 

done team 

Smooth

My experience of using soon today was good. It worked well for me today. I had no problems accessing the training. The only confusing thing was in the separate 

room

I found the Zoom meeting went really well and I had no problem seeing the slides and hearing the speakers. Would be very happy to do future sessions using this 

method

I thought Zoom worked well and that I was able to gain as much out of this as a face to face meeting. The break out room did not work for me. I could see several 

names but no faces and all were muted so we were not able to have a discussion

Break-out room did not work well, I think we were all waiting for the time to start but time given was for the end of this section. 

None i can think of 

I thought it worked really well including the break out session and interactive (questions). No negative comments given the context

Given the difficulties of trying to hold a meeting of this size over a video conferencing platform, I think it was done exceptionally well. 

I though the format worked surprisingly well so well done to everyone concerned 

Not such a novice at Zoom now as I was 3 months ago! I thought the technology all ran very smoothly today and was a really well presented meeting. Very accessible 

for everyone

I thought the training was very good on Zoom - I had limited expectations of using the platform for learning complex subjects but was very pleasantly surprised

Easy to set up and join the meeting. The IT flowed really well. The session was very informative and covered relevant areas

Zoom worked really well. Breakout rooms not as useful as we weren't clear when we were supposed to be using the breakout room and when was a break so not much 

discussion

Worked well and efficiently organised throughout

Very easy to use and was coordinated really well 

very slick use of tech without the usual glitches 

It was very easy to attend he meeting on zoom , however i struggled slightly with the internet . 

I am experienced in this format. Worked well 

Really pleased with how the day went, kudos to Jane and Caroline for organising. It went really smoothly, Reshma and Debbie did a great job facilitating, as did Clare 

and Amy fielding questions. I felt it was a successful PLT in very challenging circumstances. Well done! 

Some variability with connection but mostly good 

I don't yet feel confident with zoom and find the occasional technical difficulties tricky- felt very uncomfortable with the break out rooms but felt you all did an 

absolutely awesome job. Clearly the way forward in terms of convenience.

Huge kudos to all of you for delivering such exceptionally good training. Thank you 

Prefer face to face and case discussions which I have been use to when attending in different areas to Kent. I appreciate the current climate restricts this but going 

forwards trying to make that happen would be great or some pre course cases to read through may be beneficial. 

I thought it worked well. Discussion limited 

I was amazed at how much I liked it! I actually found it easier to concentrate on the talks than I do at large forum events - no wishing I had brought my distance 

glasses, no-one with large hair in front of me or coughing next to me! The talks were all well delivered and I could take notes easily using a split screen at home. My 

screens were clear, easily readable. Not sure the breakout business worked well, but the idea was good and I would be positive about trying it again. And the tea was 

hot and the strength I like it !!  Well done - an excellent afternoon. Thank you. 

Doesn't replace a face to face meeting but considering the circumstances I think it was good, Slight issues with tech at one stage momentarily. Sessions were hard 

hitting and shocking. Sad. I know some of the girls I work with said that they had seen some of the sessions before at the Village F2F safeguarding in March this year 

some areas require more detail and time 



Please continue with virtual meetings in the future 

It maybe better to use webinars for future PLTs 

You are doing a great job and we are very grateful. 

I thought it was very good and engaging given that it was delivered remotely

Small group rooms

The pre recorded slide presentations need to be in focus so that we can read the words clearly. 

The "breakout rooms didnt really work 

the break out meeting needs a bit more planning 

elderly care, cardiology, end of life 

child and adult mental health, cardiology, primary care at scale 

managing workload, burnout etc 

The practice future within a time of Covid

qFIT in primary care / Human Factors

An annual adult and child level 3 safeguarding is just a fantastic way of keeping everyone updated 

Autism / Mental health

referral pathways eg podiatry / wound care- local guidance 

Diabetes update and local services 

Biologics ? with Rheumatology session 

Paediatrics- infant feeding problems and management, tongue tie and breast feeding

Autistic spectrum disorder and ADHD, management and gaps in services 

depression in elderly 

Happy for any updates 

Agenda on presentation slide at beginning so it is clear when the tea/ coffee/ comfort breaks are going to be

Not sure the break out groups really worked , we ended up having in-house discussions

Tell us what topics you would like to see in future PLT events

Travel clinic advice and imms updates 

Safeguarding every year would be good, plus other mandatory training

diabetes.management in primary care, mental health community care and haematology 

I would like to know what to do about patients with post-covid symptoms as I think this is going to be a big part of our workload! 

clinical trainings

Resus updates and Dermatology 

Wonder if this and other sessions can be broken up into smaller multiple sessions (maybe 2-3 sessions lasting an hour or 2)? 

Unfortunately speakers were of some low quality and interaction was minimal, they were just reading from prepared paper

The DV content, as important as it was, didn't really grab my attention. Some worked examples from the GP's perspective would have been more relevant 

My podcast! Dr Hogg's pod: https://podcasts.apple.com/gb/podcast/dr-hoggs-pod/id1487395875 

Thought the event was well organised and we were well informed on procedures prior to the event. 

ask if we can see slides clearly ? are there any printouts available to send ? 

More via Zoom!

Moving forward if using Zoom because of Covid some education on this form of technology so equal access for all. 

I realise it is not easy but use of the 'breakout' room would be helpful it's difficult nowadays to meet up and just have a chat with people who hold different 

experiences and who have expertise outside our day to day work 

Break out meeting did not work for me; understood we were having a break and then when we returned we would be in break out room but noone in mine. perhaps do 

not have break out rooms straight after a break but before as no chance to discuss the interesting case. 

I didn't quite understand what was meant to happen in the breakout meetings, maybe more information on that beforehand

I think that the meeting worked very well.If the lectures were recorded, they would be a useful resource to have available for a recap in the future. 

As already recognised, I believe, being aware of and utilising the facilities of the platform will only make it better going forward

Slightly smaller groups 

Some peoples volumes were lower than others so I kept having to change the volume controls but could see who I needed to see

Nothing, it was all good

Would be happy to have more training this way. Always a rush to drive from work to training venues, parking etc, so was easy online 

Immunisation updates

Updates are always good as there are lots of changes happening 

Perhaps new updated procedures etc 

PCN Developments

Wound care / Women health / Venecupuncture - (topics more related to nurses and hca staff as well)  

The children and adult safeguarding was at the same time. Maybe if the time was different, more people could get a chance to attend

How to get the most out of on line meetings & how to present yourself. Cath Butler delivered excellent Webinar last night - as recommended by Jane Roome

IT skills & tips for HCPs - how to manage your mailbox, creating folders & NHSmail v Outlook & using tablet. So many handy tips out there if you ask the right person 

but otherwise just bumbling along

it was good no improvement needed in current climate 

The "breakout sessions" didn't really work but I think that was because people misunderstood and thought they were happening after the tea break instead of during 

it 

can you do another day like this so the ones who did Adult safeguarding this time can do child Protection next time and vice versa. Many thanks, great course 

Please say if they are a repeat of previous sessions 

I attended the previous Safeguarding Mtg at the Village Hotel and found a lot was repeated in the session on the 14th July. 

I think it's worth being specific about timings eg after a tea break, as there are no visual clues of people returning to the room! 

No obvious suggestions. I think it always important to ensure talks are aimed and relevant to GP practice. 

Shorter talks, more time for questions. Individual microphones could be unmuted to allow participants who wanted to ask questions to do so 

More Zoom training programmes. Not sure how you can improve on this training especially manadatory training 

I felt that there was too much talking and not even space, even the coffee breaks were very short. This lack of space was particularly noticeable after the very good 

and informative talk about domestic abuse which was then immediately followed by the talk on violence related to perceptions of honour. Both subjects are by nature 

very emotive and would have benefited from some discussion and pause before the next topic 

maybe DV slot shouldn't be last session if there are people with personal issue maybe need a change to take to people early in day 

Longer time for breakout session , consider a facilitator for breakouts? 

Suggest allow practices to sign up together as clinical staff in our practice viewed the event together. 

Prefer meetings when we can chat with colleagues 

Some of the areas focused on the theoretical and I would have preferred more practical information. However, having said that, there was practical information - 

found the contact numbers and websites very useful. Thank you 

Encourage longer break out groups (maybe bigger) with facilitation if possible to encourage the all-important networking we are all missing 

Maybe a section on safeguarding in elderly 

This format is ideal. Would prefer the option of either attending in person or virtually in the future (post covid world). 

I liked the polls which made you think before the topics were presented 

To put on again excellent speakers as you did today. I really enjoyed the afternoon. 

More case scenarios 

I would have like more time on discussions of case studies and questions. I appreciate this is difficult in such a large Zoom group. 

Always well presented. Maybe just a bit more time for question and answer sessions

No breakout sessions 

More of the interactive polls. More breakout groups 

Happy to continue to do online 

i think future plt should be via zoom 



a really useful afternoon of relevant and well presented information, thank you 

very well organised and very good speakers 

Although we lose the networking , Zoom is a more convenient format as often the larger meetings can be up to an hours drive away 

continue with online meetings

Everything bar the practical aspect of BLS could more efficiently be done with Zoom

To be informed about local professionals providing one to one services like the Learning Disability Nurse. I knew they were out there but to hear what they actually do 

was wonderful and it reminds us of what fantastic services we have to offer. 

How to manage patients with respiratory conditions in a General practice during Covid 19 ? 

I think all areas touched on are valid for further training. I feel we barely scratched the surface of most of the topics. 

continue to get good speakers please from a range of topics 

Would be great to have a sigposting type session. Hearing from DAVs and at the last child safeguarding Young Carers has been so helpful and I have made lots of 

referrals to Young Carers since. Would be handy to have a part of a session each time dedicated to a couple of voluntary sector organisations who can explain to us 

how they see their role and what they think we can do to support/ refer in to them. 

Managing elderly vulnerable patients who live alone, with capacity, but whom have coersive family that they are subserviant too 

Thank you, as always for an informative afternoon 

was a repeat of a previous plt meeting- we were all unaware of this 

Thanks for your efforts in organising this in challenging circumstances 

I did not feel that a personal connection should not of been mention in the training

Want to thank the speakers that gave up their time to speak to us

Well done!

Remote / Zoom worked very well. Could be incorporated into usual PLTs after Covid crisis 

neurology / parkinsons service / multiple sclerosis 

I attended the adult safeguarding in Feb or March time and I found the content of this was pretty similar to last time. 

It was good to have a refresher and I still found myself listening intently as all the speakers are excellent but I did think there would be some new information covered 

being as we all have to complete so many hours of adult supervision now. If Id have known this I may have attended the child safeguarding instead. 

well done to all the speakers and organisers of this meeting. It was the best safeguarding meeting I have attended 

Issues relating to young people and adult mental health, particularly post-COVID. 

Wellbeing especially after Covid. training on other methods of consulting that we are now using 

Address most of the Mandatory training 

Working in the time of Covid-19! Respiratory in the time of Covid-19. How can doagnostic spirometry be safely performed in GP practices. 

it would be useful to do both child and adult together 

sports injuries / alcohol and drug misuse / children's mental health 

Obesity / Dementia

I think it was very well covered

very well done considering current Pandemic 

how about adult and child based MII 

Any clinical topics delivered by local specialists/teams would be very helpful. Discussion about changes to local pathways particularly during the covid 19 pandemic 

would be very useful. 

Cancer and COVID / More on remote consultation / Quality improvement methods / Group consultations in context of COVID 

I feel a lot more topics could be presented this way rather than travelling and all the expense that goes with it 

It would be god to be able to access the child safeguarding zoom meeting if it was recorded? 

summary of local guideline update and changes. More like GP-update style but concentrate on local guideline updates and highlights. 

Safeguarding older adults. Those pts that we are very worried about as risks but who do not quite meet the requirements for safeguarding. Pathways within social 

services. I find it really confusing. I have referred pts with Diogenes to the safeguarding team and have been told incorrect referral pathway and should go to an 

alternative team. I would like more education so I refer correctly 

Gender dysphoria 

Haematology 

This was a well put together meeting- congratulations to all for bringing us all together successfully to deliver much needed and well overdue area teaching to be 

compliant with CQC

Thank you to all the organisers and speakers

surprisingly good and workedquirte well. very well set up and well run by the speakers

Extremely well organised given the circumstances. Great speakers and facilitators 

I was impressed with how it was! No further suggestions! 

would really appreciate being able to see both the adult and child safeguarding training put on your website so i can watch them both completely in my own time. 

I was very impressed with the organisation of the meeting and I would like to pass on my thanks and appreciation to everyone involved

I wonder if a radiologist's view on how to best use imaging might be useful. I have been to a couple of lectures on the early diagnosis of cancer which stress the push 

towards diagnosing cancers at stage one eg with CT chests. In the absence of an 'early cancer diagnosis unit' I find myself doing more CT chest abdomen pelvis for non 

specific weight loss, but I am not sure if I am in step. Similarly my younger colleagues seem more ready to books MRIs for knees and backs at the time of referral, and 

then there are shoulder ultrasounds...! I get the feeling that increasingly findings on examination are not thought to be reliable and wonder if we are moving to a 

much more imaging based medicine. 

Many thanks, this meeting was very easy to access yet very useful 

Well organized and delivered with enthusiasm and clarity 

Thanks for this afternoon

Excellent training session. Good speakers and well run. 

It is useful to cover mandatory learning requirements, such as safeguarding, as we all need it for appraisal

Mental health - current thoughts on management and the referral pathway / Managing skin conditions and identifying worrying lesions

Managing uncertainty in General Practice and 2ww referrals 

Gynaecology. Spirometer and ECG (simple) interpretation 

thankyou to all involved it ran smoothly and efficiently 

I was very impressed with all the work everyone put into the meeting to make it run so well.

I feel all the topics where covered in this zoom meeting

Cardiology 

Other mandatory training for clinicians - IPC is a big and important subject. Equality and diversity could be done for ALL staff. Dementia/ frailty- getting nurse 

colleagues involved in TEPs etc... 

Child and adolescent mental health please ! 

More about the PCNs, how they are working, how decisions are being made. Anything about new pathways. Teaching sessions on best use of video and remote 

consulting as we are having to learn fast. 

Maybe a bit of therapeutic support for GP staff after all the stresses of this year so far. Positive team building, empowerment, mindfulness?! 

congratulate Reshma and the team on holding an excellent meeting despite the various practical issues 

I found the LD and social care talk very good and the contact details attached. I also found the trauma informed approach very good and the video was excelent.

I did not find the first topic particularly relavent although it helped me gain awareness of extreme right wing and harmful behaviour and so in this respect it was 

useful. 

well done in ZOOM -on line session. Enjoyed it and stayed alert through out. more of these please. moving forward perhaps mix these with f2f conference which is 

more suitable for discussion group and networking. 

It was obvious how hard the team had worked to accomplish this and it worked very well

Excellent. more on same lines would be great and easier than traveling to a venue!! 

Thank you for the interesting information I have gained

Great session- well done! 

All was good

Any other comments:

difficult to get approp interaction in such big groups but done very well given challenges of covid etc 



Huge thanks to all the organisers for a really useful, relevant and informative afternoon 

Thanks for excellent organisation

A big thank you to all the organisers of this Zoom training and all the speakers. All the speakers were very good

Thanks for a great PLT!

I think this was an excellent session put on under difficult circumstances. I think that it all worked very well and was a very useful session. It was really helpful to find 

out about local resources and pathways and to see some of the people involved with local services. 

A very well run session. Thank you to everyone who helped organise it. 

Thank you!

Many thanks for putting together this session, a great success!! 

The prevent training was very good. After having done the mandatory online module previously I had very low expectations of this so was pleasantly surprised that it 

actually was relevant to GP. It was really helpful to hear what sort of issues we should be looking out for locally, rather than just general UK wide information. 

Well done all the organisers and presenters, much better than fighting for a car park slot and a sarnie at Solomon’s 

i found the topic SPACE particularly thought provoking. I have some patients whose behaviour is particularyly challenging they can seem very unreasonable and then 

very apologetic. also angry - this really enforced that peoples behaviour is very determined by past experiences and find trust very difficult 

There’s nothing like being face to face but the videos and online information was really good . Thank you for today

Thank you for a very informative well presented afternoon 

Well organised

Excellent training session. I found it to be very insightful and will hugely help me in my future consultations with patients. Thank you. 

Well done !! And thanks I though organised very well 

Great afternoon!

really good thank you. Will especially share the trauma page with colleagues and rcgp guidance on intimate pics 


